Amendment #6 to RFP 20210813

Updated Response to Question #25 of Amendment #4 Revised Question and Answer Document.

This Amendment must be signed and submitted as a part of any proposal to be considered for this procurement. This amendment updates the response to Question #25 from Amendment #4 Revised Question and Answer document. Below are the responses from the managed care organizations.

Managed Care Organization 1

1. How many compound and total parenteral nutrition (TPN) drug claims are submitted for a quarter? 170 claims per quarter

2. How many paid compound claims (non TPN) are adjudicated per month? Average of 55 compound claims are paid per month

3. How many paid TPN claims are adjudicated per month? Average of 1 TPN claim is paid per month

Managed Care Organization 2

1. How many compound and total parenteral nutrition (TPN) drug claims are submitted for a quarter?
   - Q1 2021: 23
   - Q2 2021: 34

2. How many paid compound claims (non TPN) are adjudicated per month?
   - Jan: 5
   - Feb: 5
   - Mar: 4
   - Apr: 0
   - May: 6
   - Jun: 8
3. How may paid TPN claims are adjudicated per month?

   Jan: 8
   Feb: 8
   Mar: 7
   Apr: 4
   May: 14
   Jun: 16

**Managed Care Organization 3**

1. How many compound and total parenteral nutrition (TPN) drug claims are submitted for a quarter?
   Average 338 compound claims are submitted through POS per quarter (paid + rejected POS claims)
   Average 83 TPN claims are submitted per quarter (paid + denied)

2. How many paid compound claims (non TPN) are adjudicated per month?
   Average of 49 compound claims are adjudicated through POS each month (paid POS claims only)

3. How may paid TPN claims are adjudicated per month?
   Average of 21 are paid per month (63/quarter).
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